Issac Asimov would have been 100 in 2020, which is also the 50th anniversary of the publication of *I, Robot*. In honor of these events, **MediaWest*Con 40** celebrates the robots, androids, cyborgs, and artificial intelligences of the SF universe. Whether they are here to serve, save, or terminate us, we have been entertained by them all, from the Robotrix of *Metropolis* to Robby of *Forbidden Planet* to B-9 on *Lost in Space* to *Star Wars* Droids to Cylons to Mr. Data to Bumblebee the Transformer. Robots rule!

**MediaWest*Con** is the annual gathering of SF/Media fandom, traditionally held each Memorial Day Weekend in Lansing Michigan. **MediaWest*Con** is sponsored by **T’Kuhtian Press** as a celebration of the diversity of SF/Media fandom, run by fans, for fans, and is staffed entirely by volunteers.

**MediaWest*Con** traditionally features the Art Show and Auction, Masquerade, Dealers’ Room, SF/Media Fan Fund, Fan Quality Awards, a Con Suite (AKA Hospitality Suite), and many panels on a wide variety of topics representing many areas of interest.

Programming is determined by member input and participation. We encourage you to join early and suggest topics that interest you!

Programming is intended for an adult audience. We have no official guests. The name **MediaWest*Con** is a service mark of **MediaWest*Con**.

**NO MEMBERSHIPS WILL BE SOLD AT THE DOOR.** Memberships are **NOT** transferable. Memberships are subject to acceptance.

**Single Day Memberships** will be available after December 31, 2019.

**GoFers** receive a greatly discounted membership rate. Volunteers are always welcomed!